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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2022 
 

No Greater Love Than This 
 
Key Lesson: Each of us has been given an immeasurable gift, a specific role to 
play in a celestial story so great, so vast it can hardly be seen. And further still, as 
our eyes open and we realize the truth of this invisible prize...not only do we 
reclaim our own grand possibilities, but we also help everyone else do the same! 
 
Our new understanding goes before us, as does the morning light of the rising 
Sun, and all are bathed in its gentle, but uncompromised integrity. Such self-
discovery empowers all, as the rising tide of our newfound interior freedom help 
us first to lift, and then liberate everyone around us. 
 
Additional Key Lesson: We cannot know the unspoken sorrow or suffering of 
another person, let alone as it may be revealed at the heart of some unwanted 
moment, until we stop unconsciously denying the pain we're given to see - 
within us - in that same moment. True compassion appears in the same moment 
as does our conscious awareness of this one spiritual fact: there is no separate 
self. 

Talk Takeaways 

• Bear the manifestation of yourself that you are being given in the moment to 
see. You are being given something to see about yourself so that you might 
go through a change. 

• You are the center of every moment of creation because you are centered in 
a place where all celestial forces come streaming down into you for the 
purpose of revelation. 
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• You are intended to see yourself as you are not just for your own 
transformation, but for the transformation of the whole of consciousness. 

• The deeper nature of forgiveness is the realization of our similarity with 
everything that we judge. 

• We can't really know how other people should be because we don't even 
really know how we should be. 

• All judgment comes from resistance to the manifestation of the moment. In 
the judgment is separation from what is being judged. 

• The condition that you see outside of yourself that you do not want is not 
really outside of yourself. 

• You are not separate from the condition that introduces you to yourself. 

• Part of judgment is an attempt to escape from the pain that is blamed on the 
thing being judged. 

• Prayer is the same as the agreement to bear the manifestation of yourself. 

• "First you must do, and then you will hear." We have it backwards now, 
thinking that we will do after we hear and memorize. But we never end up 
doing because in imagination there is no direct relationship with the moment 
of revelation. 

• You are not a bad person, you are just asleep. Everything bad that happens to 
you happens in your sleep. 

• A true spiritual school creates conditions for you that you have avoided your 
entire life. 


